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These Strangers in a Foreign World 

These strangers, in a foreign world, 

Protection asked of me, 

Befriend them, lest yourself in Heaven, 

Be found a refugee 

 

- Emily Dickinson 
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Abstract  
 

Since the beginning of the Arab Spring in 2011 and the spillover effect leading to the 

Syrian Civil War, the European Union has had several new challenges on its path in the 

field of migration. New policies and measures were adopted in order to manage the 

situation, including the in 2015 proposed Readmission Agreement with Turkey. The aim 

of this paper is to understand the changes in migration policy from the European Union 

through the perspective of an interethnic security dilemma, leading towards the 

establishment of this deal. Through trend analysis and comparison of policies over time, 

this thesis seeks to prove that the concept of interethnic security dilemma, build upon 

existing principles within the realistic school of thought, provides understanding of the 

logic behind the changes. The thesis contributes to the field of humanitarian action and 

conflict by providing a different understanding of the factors involved in migration 

management within the very contemporary context of an ongoing migration crisis. The 

field of migration management and the policies shaping it, are of essential importance to 

this already existing humanitarian crisis, and others worldwide. Understanding the 

driving forces behind it, could possibly provide a new theoretical view on possible 

alternatives. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 

 

Background 

Considering the history of the European Union (EU), international power and civilization 

are based on certain Christian morals and values (Huntington, 1994). With the 

establishment of the EU as a political and legal organ in 1948, its  civilization is no longer 

only bound by culture, origin, morals and values. It is now also bound by law and political 

institutions implementing those (Single European Act, 1948). It is a body with a political 

and institutional character, and can be placed within a realist perspective of international 

relations. The boundaries of the European civilization have in this way evolved from 

implicit to explicit. Additionally, a European identity seems to have been constructed on 

a new level. Furthermore, around eight percent of this Europe is originally constructed 

by immigrants (Malkki, 2002:352). However, over the last couple of years, the question 

around the influx of refugees in Europe has become part of public discussion and seems 

to lead to conversations about a wave of refugees or the flooding and crackdown of state 

institutions (Malkki, 2002: 252). Not only raises this the question why refugees seem to 

be consequently dehumanized, it characterizes situations of fear and a feeling of being 

threatened (Balibar, 1996:361). The link to a so called clash of civilizations, as described 

by Samuel Huntington in his famous book from 1994, could possibly be made. Focusing 

on political consequences, a specifically interesting concept is the existence of a ‘security 

dilemma’: the principle that what one actor does to enhance its own security, causes 

reactions which, in the end, can make the actor less secure (Morgenthau, 1948). 

Responding to an apparently worsening situation, the EU closed a deal with Turkey in 

2015 to eliminate its source: the influx of refugees in the EU (Saatçioğlu, 2016). Decided 

was to pursue a ‘one-in-one-out’ policy, meaning that every Syrian refugee arriving on 

Greek soil will be send back to Turkey, for which one refugee in Turkey will be resettled 

to Europe (European Commission, 2012a). After intense negotiations, this scheme was 

agreed upon by both parties and was broadly celebrated by European Leaders as 

constructing the breakthrough that they had been waiting for (Toaldo, 2016). The 

question arises however, what drives the European leaders to place a large part of the 

security determinant in the hands of a third party. In the universal competition for this 

security, power is the key (Morgenthau, 1948). However, the EU has now opened more 

doors then it has closed when it comes to the actors involved in this competition. Aside 
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from the legal and functional problems of the deal, this paper is aiming to find and 

analyze the geopolitical interests behind the changes in migration policy that have led up 

to its formation. Questions concerning the existence of a ‘security dilemma’ within a 

realist perspective of international relations and a shift in power relations along this line, 

will have the central position in this research. Consequently, a general course of 

migration policy concerning refugees will be laid out, focusing specifically on the five 

years leading up to the deal. The international context in which these changes have taken 

place and the specific relationship with Turkey will be incorporated.  

After discussing the background of the EU-Turkey Refugee Deal in Chapter 2, providing 

the context and interrelated issues arising from the research question, this study will 

continue by addressing the relevant theory in Chapter 3. The analysis in Chapter 4 will 

bring together the discussed theory with the case of the contemporary refugee crisis in 

the EU. Ending with a concluding answer to the research question in Chapter 5, the study 

will hopefully provide new insights on the interests and motives behind the establishment 

of the EU-Turkey Refugee Deal.  

Purpose 

Concerning the importance and purpose of this research to the field of humanitarian 

action and conflict, the migration policy of the EU and the changes made therein, has 

consequences to existing humanitarian crises worldwide. The aim of this research is to 

provide an insight of possible causes that influence migration policy changes, from an 

EU societal perspective. Both the changes in migration policy leading up to the Refugee 

Deal and the agreement itself, present an example of the practice in which the EU 

manages asylum in international relations1. Furthermore, this research is important as it 

attempts to identify a certain intervening causal process between the rise in migration 

towards the EU due to the Arab Spring and the eruption of the Syrian Civil War, and the 

need felt to establish new management protocols (George & Bennet, 2005: 206). 

Depending on the outcome of the research, it might also be possible to use it in whole or 

in parts in new developments and contexts. 

The research question and sub-questions I intend to find an answer to with this study are:  

                                                           
1 European Commission, Proposal for a Council decision concerning the conclusion of the Agreement 

between the European Union and the Republic of Turkey on the readmission of persons residing without 

authorization, COM (2012) 239 final. 
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Research Question:  

 Could the changes in migration policy of the EU be explained by the existence of 

an interethnic security dilemma, leading to the establishment of the  EU-Turkey 

Refugee Deal in 2015?  

Guiding sub-questions:  

 In what way does the Syrian Civil War have influence on the existence of an 

interethnic security dilemma?  

 Until what extent are political policy making decision influenced by public 

opinion and social phenomena? 

 What are the “actual” interests behind the changes in migration policy of the EU 

and the established Refugee Deal with Turkey? 

Methodology 

Due to the multidisciplinary character of this research, both the materials and 

methodology used will be of varied nature. First, the sources used in providing insights 

and theoretical frameworks consist only of literature research. These include both 

scholarly articles and books written by respected scholars and authors in the field of 

international politics and culture. Second, since the research focusses on policies of the 

EU, the conventions related to the rights of refugees and the EU’s regulating migration 

laws will be of great importance (Collier, 2011: 825).  The both primary and secondary 

sources used in this research will shed light on the politics of migration policy making. 

In pursuance of fulfilling the purpose of the research, it is essential to consider all sources 

varying from juridical, political and anthropological to historical and journalist materials. 

Consequently, the materials used are not limited to exclusively official documents 

released by the EU and Turkey, but also documents and reports from NGO’s and other 

non-governmental sources.  

When researching a process that starts with a certain cause of interest and ends with the 

outcome that the researcher aims to explain, within a certain time frame, Process Tracing 

(PT) is one of the fundamental tools in qualitative analysis (Collier, 2011: 823). Aiming 

at doing a systematical examination by identifying the applicable social and political 

phenomena and describing them systematically, the research uses this tool for drawing 

causal and descriptive inferences from the obtained diagnostic evidence (Collier, 2011: 

824). However, one must realize that even though this research will be of a qualitative 
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nature, some of the sources used include quantitative data as well and not just single 

occurrences or actions (Mahoney, 2010: 130).  

State of the Art  

As of previous academic research on this topic, there has been a lot of theoretical research 

on the concept of security dilemma within realism and on the clash of civilizations as 

foremost researched by Samuel Huntington  (Huntington, 1994). Also, Alexseev extend 

this idea towards a theory of an ‘interethnic security dilemma’, doing a comparative case 

study involving Russia, the EU and the US (Alexseev, 2005). Research on changes in 

migration policy within the EU has been done by many scholars over the years, mostly 

within a political or juridical perspective. In this light, Guild and Minderhoud have for 

example presented their compilation of articles written about European Migration Policy 

within the first decade of its existence (Guild, 2006; Minderhoud & Guild 2011).  The 

main focus however, is on the internal causes of migration policy changes and their effect 

on the creation and implementation of a common system with shared policies amongst 

all Member States. Furthermore, Barry Posen provides a framework of the concept of a 

security dilemma within a context of ethnic conflict and analyzes it in case studies of 

Yugoslavia, Russia and Ukraine (Posen, 1993). This framework has links to the existing 

theories concerning migration phobia an threat perception set out by Blumer (1958) and 

McLaren (2002, 2007, 2003). In conducting literature research on both primary sources, 

as official European Union reports and press releases, and secondary commentaries on 

the developments seen in them, the perspective and angle used in this research has not 

been found. This study focusses on the possible effects of established political and social 

phenomena over the last decade, combining the existing frameworks of international 

relations with a new trend analysis in the contemporary context of the current ongoing 

migration crisis, filling the research gap that has been left by earlier studies.  

Delimitations 

Limited scope makes that only specific points within migration control policy will be 

examined. Currently experiencing a refugee crisis, the ongoing debate within the EU will 

be kept in mind. The EU’s responses to this issue will be analyzed within the realist 

perspective of international relations and specifically the notion of a ‘security dilemma’. 

The choice of focus on migration control and asylum policies within the EU and its 

agreements with third countries can be explained by the extremely sensitive and cautious 
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issue of dealing with individuals and thus the search for reasons of necessity to engage 

in such procedures. 

Regarding the choice for the specific agreement with Turkey, it is mainly based on the 

current status of the agreement. Other readmission agreements have been established 

with third countries, however, none of them constitutes a transit country with the same 

geographical character as Tukey. This makes the EU-Turkey deal profoundly relevant 

and benefit the purpose of this research.  

Having to work within a time- and conceptual frame, the greatest limitation is the 

constrain of the ability to include different concepts, and excluding a discourse analysis 

concerning the refugees themselves. The ethical questions involved in this area of 

research are plenty and would constitute an even more interesting approach to the 

discussion.  
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Chapter II - Background for Debate 

Introduction 
When in 2015 the Refugee Deal with Turkey was established, more questions seemed to 

be left unanswered than taken care of. Public opinion about the establishment of the deal 

was, as is often the case, not unified. The European Commission stated in this light that 

Turkey would only become a strategic partner in trying to cope with the ongoing refugee 

crisis (European Commission, 2015a). According to their statement, cooperation was 

necessary to manage the EU’s external borders, providing them with a budget of billions 

to support the country in coping with the Syrian refugees on their own territory (Ibid.). 

Even though the principle of outsourcing migration management to third countries is not 

new to the policies of the EU, this specific agreement with Turkey comes at a time of 

increasing unrest in the country itself and a decreasing human rights record (Human 

Rights Watch, 2017).  

As a spillover effect of the Arab Spring starting in 2011, an uprising against the existing 

regime of President Assad in Syria erupted in an everlasting civil war. Currently, the 

conflict can be seen as the most severe one in the region in which already more than 

280.000 people have been killed (UCDP, 2016). Since the start of the uprisings 6 years 

ago, more than 11 million people have been strained to leave their homes (Amnesty 

International, 2016). Of those, 4 million now account as refugees in third countries, 

mainly in Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey (Ibid.). With different forces still bombing in 

civilian areas across Syria, the violence continues and the amount of people seeking 

refuge and protection in the EU increased over the years (UNHCR, 2017). The current 

absence of any political solution to the conflict only intensifies the situation. In light of 

what is now called ‘the biggest refugee crisis since World War II’ within the EU, asylum 

and migration policies and objectives have adapted. The latest step in this process is the 

Readmission Agreement with Turkey concerning Syrian Refugees. The road towards this 

agreement and background for the analysis will be discussed in this chapter. 

2.1 | The European Union’s Migration Policy  

 

Historical overview 

Throughout the first decade of the 21st century, European Member States have transferred 

one of their most central law making competences to the EU: admittance and exclusion 

of non-citizens (Groenendijk, et al., 2011:9). The EU’s competence to make binding rules 
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has extended over almost the entire range of asylum and migration law (Ibid: 8). The 

reason behind this shift in sovereign power has everything to do with the founding of the 

Internal Market and especially the elimination of its internal borders. However, there are 

more motives behind this ‘Europeanization’ of migration policy: (1) the interdependence 

of the Member States, (2) the need for effective regulation of migration, (3) the lack of 

overview concerning the issue within the Member States and its civil servants, and the 

often recognized (4) advantages of common guidelines compared to the less visible 

negative effects (Guild, et al., 2011:11). The state-centered management has become 

inadequate to a greater extent in handling its response to the obligations concerning 

refugees (Gammeltoft-Hansen, 2007). Additionally, a more content based shift can be 

identified within this European migration policy: a shift from integration to exclusion 

(Groenendijk, 2011: 11). These developments within the field of migration, and 

especially asylum procedures, demonstrate some perplexities that are faced by more 

actors within this stage of globalization (Benhabib, 2002:154). Finding a solution for the 

tension between dealing with universal commitments and ‘national’ interests of the EU 

is addressed with both a Common European Asylum System and policies, and has been 

a common goal since the ratification of the Single European Act (Battjes, 2006: 26).  In 

1999, the Amsterdam Treaty strikes a new phase in its creation, presenting a new 

concept: an area of freedom, security and justice. The thought was to transform the EU 

into a specific protection space for refugees, all established on the existing common 

humanitarian principles and the inclusive and full implementation of the Geneva 

Convention on Refugees from 1951 (Ibid: 27). Furthermore, the European Council 

acknowledged the importance of attributing absolute respect to the right to seek asylum 

for refugees, and that integration itself is rooted in its “shared commitment to freedom 

based on human rights, democratic institutions and the rule of law” (European Council, 

1999: point 1). In 2004, these principles were reaffirmed once more by the Council with 

the approval of the Hague programme, with its aspiration of: “improvement of the 

common capability of the Union and its Member States to guarantee fundamental rights, 

minimum procedural safeguards and access to justice, to provide protection in 

accordance with the Geneva Convention on Refugees and other international treaties to 

personas in need (…)” (European Council, 2004:5). The objective of EU asylum policies 

seem to be the reconciliation of interests of asylum seekers universally with the specific 

interests of the Member States. This co-existence – between universality on the one side 

and particularity on the other – is more and more emulated in the development of shared 
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asylum policies. Additionally, providing protection to migrants and asylum seekers in 

consistency with the Geneva Convention on Refugees, means in practice that Member 

States simultaneously adopted certain control strategies and policies that are now 

perceived to be in opposition with these universal commitments (Hathaway, 2005:293). 

On this note, the actual purpose of the strong sounding ideals and proposed protection 

notions in the asylum field, is thus the reduction of immigration pressure and felt losses 

of internal security by Member States due to the full freedom of movement of people 

within the EU (Lavenex, 2001:868). There seem to be some structural and inherent 

contradictions alongside conceptual paradoxes that affect the full implementation of a 

shared European asylum policy (Pirjola, 2007:640).  

Universality vs. Particularity 

Concerning the tension between integrating and excluding third-country asylum seekers, 

the European Council for Refugees and Exiles (ECRE) has quite regularly expressed its 

concerns about the “European Union’s broken promises on refugee protection” (ECRE, 

2008:1). Furthermore, they have specified the choices that have to be made by the EU 

concerning future asylum policies: building either “an open and inclusive society that 

upholds and promotes human rights, or building a closed society, fortress Europe” (Ibid: 

2). The supposed “lack of vision”, being “Eurocentric”, “sacrificing the liberal 

democratic tradition” or being the “sanctity of non-refoulement2” in the fight against 

worldwide rising terrorism are just a few of the different opinion concerning the field of 

asylum, specifically debating inclusion or exclusion as a general line of policy making 

(Betts and Milner, 2006:44 and Levy, 2005:27). The universal rights of those seeking 

protection, in this light, seem to be in opposition with some of the particular rights of 

states. Another way to put it, is questioning whether or not universal human rights, 

including those of protection seekers, are in any form contradicting a security dimension 

of the Member States. Or, even more concrete, should the EU keep making policies in 

line with this “sanctity of non-refoulement” (universal) or rather shift their priority 

towards a fight for security (particular)? For now, there seems to be no obvious solution 

to this controversy, or inclusive definition of what a “good policy” would be. Apart from 

an obvious shift towards the exclusion of refugees, the real reasons why seem to be 

                                                           
2 Article 33 of the Geneva Convention on Refugees prohibits parties from both returning and expelling 

refugees in any way to the territories where their lives or freedoms would be under threat, especially on 

the basis of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a certain social group. See Art. 

33 of the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 1951.   
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unclear (Koskenniemi, 1999:105), which will be discussed more thoroughly in the next 

parts.  

The EU’s legal framework 

Looking at the asylum policy framework within the EU, it is important to realize the way 

it’s legal framework is set up. The EU is ought to act as a union, implying that it creates 

its own political techniques, rules of inclusion and exclusion, as well as policies and 

language to guide those (Jones, 2006:10). However, according to Elspeth Guild, already 

from the establishment of the EU, refugees and the asylum system have been excluded 

from these developments, in her opinion due to a strong feeling of aversion towards 

refugees in general. In both the Schengen Agreement and the Dublin Conventions, the 

idea of excluding asylum seekers and refugees prevailed over the universal obligation to 

provide protection and inclusion within the Member States (Guild, 2006: 631). More 

recent, the London resolutions and the Hague programme seemed to both place the 

protection of refugees within the purpose of territorial exceptionalism and emphasize the 

exclusion of asylum seekers and refugees already outside of the external borders of the 

EU, in third-countries territories (Guild, 2006:632).  

2.2 | Third countries and the European Union 
 

Turkey 

The ongoing migration crisis does not only affect the internal affairs of the EU, but also 

relationships with neighboring states. Turkey specifically, in being the transit country for 

the biggest part of refugees on their way to the EU, has a very special position (Adam, 

2016:2). Long existing foreign relations between the EU and Turkey have now taken an 

unprecedented turn as Turkey agreed to cooperate with the EU in controlling migration 

(Adam, 2016:2). As of today, the EU has not implemented a collective nor sustainable 

response to the migration crisis and division within the EU has caused problems for the 

establishment of a shared vision. In 2015, the EU decided to turn to Turkey: a country 

which already hosted more than 2.7 million refugees and thus became the “largest 

refugee-hosting country in the world” (Ibid.). Taking a brief look at the history of foreign 

relations between the two sheds the necessary light on the “unprecedentedness” of this 

agreement.  

Ten years ago, the idea of Turkey becoming a member of the EU was still very 

believable. Genuine negotiations on accession between the two parties started in 2004 
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and were backed by both the European Council and the first AKP Government of Turkey 

(Lowy Institute, 2016). Turkey realized that it needed the EU in order to keep its 

economic promises to the population, making the necessary process of democratization 

and reform a priority in their political discourse (Ibid.). Within the EU however, the 

everlasting division of Cyprus between Greece and Turkey proved to be a deeply rooted 

obstacle (Rinke & Solaker, 2013). Between 2007 and 2011, political victories on the side 

of the AKP shifted their view on the need to be part of the EU and became a choice in 

control of Turkey. However, everything once again shifted in 2013 as a consequence of 

the Gezi Events3 (Lowy Institute, 2016). These new circumstances seemed to convince 

politicians and general observers in Europe, that Erdogan’s Turkey was no longer a 

reliable partner in the Muslim world and that it did not actually intent to democratize the 

state (Ibid.). Deteriorating relations between the two as a result, the AKP started to use 

the EU to explain its national problems along the line of Western conspiracy theories.  

By agreeing on a transactional deal concerning Syrian refugees in 2015, the relationship 

between the actors seems to have taken a new path. Turkey would stop Syrian refugees, 

so that the EU would be able to manage their inflow in a more sustainable way. In return, 

Turkey received billions to stabilize its economy and provide for the refugees. 

Furthermore, the EU would also remain silent about the political status and worsening 

human rights record (Amnesty International, 2016). In June 2016, the Turkish military 

staged a coup that caused around 250 innocent civilian deaths (Shanahan, 2016). After, 

the AKP exploited its failure to teach those opposing the government a lesson. In addition 

to reporting of Amnesty International about concrete cases of torture, overall 

international criticism on the state’s human rights situation began to increase (Amnesty 

International, 2016). The EU found itself in a difficult situation, being unable to be silent 

about the case, but with all critique against Turkey used as prove of its long believed 

conspiracy theories (Lowy Institute, 2016).  

Meanwhile, Turkey repeatedly states that it does not need the EU and is considering 

joining the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) instead. Furthermore, it has 

                                                           
3 On 28 May 2013, demonstrations started in Istanbul against plans for urban development of the Taksim 

Gezi Park. After a violent eviction of a sit-in at the area, the demonstrations sparked protests across the 

country concerning a wide range of issues. The police tried to suppress the demonstrations with water 

cannons and tear gas. During the events, 11 people had died, more than 3000 arrests were made and over 

8000 people were injured by state forces. The absence of any form of governmental dialogue with the 

protesters and the excessive use of force was heavily criticized by both international organizations and 

foreign countries (Amnesty International, 2013).  
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already threatened to discard the refugee agreement as a whole if the EU would continue 

with their allegations (Ibid.). Strengthening of the regime seems to be the only top 

priority of the AKP for now. With a positive vote on the referendum on constitutional 

changes recently, providing the president with more direct power, compliance with the 

Copenhagen Criteria4 and the status of, for example, the media freedoms becomes even 

more questionable (Aydıntaşbaş, 2015). For now, the relationship seems to have more of 

a “special friend” character and it is hard not to see an analogy with its role during the 

Cold War as a buffer state towards the “Soviet threat” (Toaldo, 2015). Even though the 

threat has changed, Turkey has found itself once again to be an essential asset for the EU 

and yet again also, without having to assimilate any of its national standards and values 

(Toaldo, 2015).  

Turkey’s legal framework  

At the core of the agreement decided on in 2015, is the aim of addressing the astounding 

movement of asylum seekers and smuggled migrants travelling across the Aegean Sea, 

and allowing them being send back to Turkey. Providing the EU with a new mechanism 

to prevent more unchecked arrivals, questions regarding its legality have been raised 

(Migration Policy Institute, 2016). Under current EU law, two specific circumstances 

allow for the return of arrivals. First, individuals submitting asylum requests traveling 

from a country where protection could already have been claimed – “safe third countries” 

or “first asylum countries” in line with existing Dublin Regulations – are regarded 

inadmissible (Ibid.). Second, there are the individuals who do not qualify or don’t apply 

for asylum at all and are considered “irregular migrants”. Under the new Readmission 

Agreement, Turkey will be identified as being a safe third country.  

The protection policy in Turkey then, covers two different categories of asylum seekers: 

(1) Syrian nationals, provided with temporary protection, and (2) all other nationals who 

gain protection based on the national Law on Foreigners and International Protection, 

which has been into force only since 2014 (Republic of Turkey: Minister of Interior, 

2014a). However, until date it seems like this framework mainly exists on paper. Looking 

at arriving parties in Greece in 2014, more than 57.000 people set foot on the Greek 

islands in February alone. Consisting of 52% Syrians and 41% Iraqi’s and Afghans, three 

                                                           
4 The Copenhagen Criteria define whether or not countries would be eligible to become part of the 

European Union. Required are at least the preservance of human rights and a democratic government, a 

functioning economy and acceptance of both the obligations and intent of the EU as a whole (European 

Council, 1993).  
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nationalities with specific protection needs according to EU Asylum Law, it remains 

unclear still how these will be safeguarded in Turkey (Migration Policy Institute, 2015). 

Both in principle and practice, Turkey’s Asylum Law and corresponding policies have 

to meet EU standards for Greece to justify its returns. The Turkish Government itself 

stated that it recognizes its current framework as sufficient and thus does not see need 

for further reform of its protection policies, including the full implementation of the 

Geneva Convention (Republic of Turkey: Minister of Interior, 2014a). 

The Temporary Protection Regulation, issued in 2014, was adopted to deal with the first 

rise in influx of refugees. In includes temporary protection for those who: “arrived at or 

crossed our border in masses to seek urgent and temporary protection and whose 

international protection cannot be taken under individual assessment” (Republic of 

Turkey: Minister of Interior , 2014b: Art. 1). When in 2015 the EU-Turkey Joint Action 

Plan5 was signed, this prohibition to individual assessment was extended further, since 

the action plan regulations only included Iraqi and Syrian refugees, with the final aim of 

preventing them to reach the EU as a whole (European Commission, 2015b). Turkey will 

therefore be in charge of: “ sea patrols and enforce border restrictions to manage the flow 

of refugees to Europe[,] . . . combat human trafficking and passport forgeries, and return 

refugees to their countries of origin if they do not meet refugee requirements” thereby 

becoming a “ ‘wall of defense’ against the flood of refugees” (The Regional Center for 

Strategic Studies, 2015). In 2016, the European Commission released a rapport on the 

developments on implementation. As a main point, it stated that Turkey was soon to 

make serious improvements in the “irregular departures of migrants and refugees of its 

territory” (European Commission, 2016).  

In March 2016, both sides reconfirmed its commitment towards full implementation of 

the Joint Action Plan as agreed on in November 2015 (European Council, 2016). As to 

the changes already made, Turkey has opened up its labor market to Syrians who are 

under its temporary protection, introduced new visa regulations affecting the necessary 

nationalities and seems to have increased its security measures with more information 

sharing and additional coast guards and police staff (Ibid.).  

                                                           
5 This Action Plan demonstrates the agreement between the EU and the Republic of Turkey to cooperate 

on supporting Syrian nationals with temporary protection and migration management in a coordinated 

way and to address the crisis following from the Syrian Civilian War (European Commission, 2015b) 
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Conclusion 

Looking at the developments in Asylum Law in both the EU and its influence on third 

countries, it can be concluded that one of its main goals seems to be aligning them with 

EU standards. It has also become clear that there has been a rather major shift in relations 

between the EU and Turkey over the past decade, largely due to changes in the field of 

migration and its relating policy focus. Until today, the EU keeps putting more pressure 

on Turkey to satisfy its needs, mainly concerned with stopping the flow of irregular 

migrants coming from Syria through Turkey completely. The current challenges and 

responses need to be harmonized, built on the principle of burden sharing between the 

EU and Turkey.  
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Chapter III - Theory 

Introduction 

A theoretical background about the specific perspective of this research is provided, to 

understand the full scope of its outcomes and wording used within the analysis after. 

Within this chapter, first the focus will be on the ideas behind the existing terms of power 

within realism. It will be briefly explained how this concept of power is applicable to the 

EU and possible tensions between states, and what the role of migration streams are. 

From the macro-level of the EU, the theory will be scaled down to the micro-level to 

show the relation of migration to populations and its influence on the EU as a whole. The 

last part of this chapter will look more closely at the actors that play the most important 

role when discussing migration and introduce the concept of ‘interethnic security 

dilemma’.   

3.1 | Self-Help and the Security Dilemma 

 

Basic principles 

Hans Morgenthau, seen as one of the founding fathers of classical realism, defined the 

main principles by which realism is characterized. First, states are considered to be the 

primary actors within the international community. Even though states differ and have 

their own specific characteristics and specialties, the minimum goal of all is said to be 

survival. This aim of survival makes that the overall national interest of a state can be 

defined in power. In the system of states and international politics between them, 

morality is thus made irrelevant. Moreover, there is no universal principle concerning 

morality that can be applied in all situations which might require it. Secondly, there has 

to be made a division between the morality of states as a whole and the individual 

morality of the people themselves. This creates a new duty for statesmen, having to 

distinguish between these in order to being able to guarantee national survival for all, 

both the states and its people (Morgenthau & Thompson, 1985).  

Furthermore, Morgenthau creates indicators and premises to policy making. Concerning 

the EU, he states that this is a perfect example of how the EU policy making sphere is 

completely autonomous from all the other spheres of the states within the EU (Ibid.). 

Those concerned, both within the EU as being a political organization and international 

community as a whole, have the obligation to accept in this light that they have to work 
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together within a specific balance of power and are checked by each other on complying 

with it. This balance of power is essential to retain the nature of the system of states. 

Simultaneously, it also forms a condition of the system itself (Mavridis, 2011). Whenever 

this distribution is balanced and states observe their surrounding actors, they will adjust 

their own policies in line with the universal configuration of power. However, anarchy 

characterizes this overall system between state actors, causing the survival of states to be 

attained through self-help only, which is “necessarily the principle for action” (Waltz, 

1979:11). Nonetheless, there might occur situations in which a state or association of 

states expands its power, making neighboring states feel threatened and leading them to 

change their policies to restore balance (Mavridis, 2011). This is known as the first part 

of the security dilemma. The second, very important part, highlights the fact that this 

reaction to changing power relationships could possibly cause a less secure position for 

the state imposing these changes than it had beforehand, creating the mere ‘dilemma’ 

itself.  

The idea of realism is focused on explaining international political outcomes and is 

connected to the idea that the international structure is built upon the interaction between 

its actors. Within this concept, constraints on actions towards some actors simultaneously 

admit states to engage in those exact actions towards others. Since according to realism, 

the international system is construed by anarchy, - both shaping the system of 

international politics and maintaining itself - the differentiated arrangement of certain 

capabilities with the units inside it are engaged in a competition for security, for which 

power seems to be the key (Mavridis, 2011).  

The ‘interethnic security dilemma’ 

In his article, Barry Posen applies these basic principles of the security dilemma in a new 

way and within the special conditions that derive from a situation where certain groups 

of people quickly find themselves carrying the load of their own security (Posen, 1993). 

According to his analysis, the main problem arises whenever a central authority 

collapses, affecting a groups sense of identity and cohesion towards others (Posen, 

1993:107). The emphasis of the security dilemma concept is the idea of  balance of 

sensed security amidst groups, individuals or states and their equivalent behavior 

(Alexseev, 2005: 42). Moreover, “the peculiar characteristic” of the field of international 

relations itself is the mere interaction between fears, counter fears and the way worst-

case scenarios are often likely to transform into self-fulfilling prophecies (Butterfield, 
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1951:21). Along this line, Schelling defined this affective logic in a broader way, making 

it not only applicable to state relations, but additionally also to any other situation in 

which groups or individuals could experience mutual fears (Schelling, 1960: 207). A 

perceptual logic behind what Posen calls the ‘interethnic security dilemma’, furthermore 

includes the concept of migration phobia and its affective logic, which will also be 

discussed. Migration itself is just another case in which people “suddenly find themselves 

newly responsible for their own individual security” (Ibid: 103), reminding us of the 

preoccupation with relative power present in the concept of interethnic security dilemma.  

 “The arrival of a whole new ethnic group causes new questions to arise concerning the 

threat they pose, either explicitly or implicitly. This principle is based on four principles: 

1) the sense or anarchy, the decline of central authority and thus its capacity to settle 

any form of interethnic conflict; 2) uncertainty about the intentions of the out-group, 

whether or not they are offensive or defensive; 3) a sense at the other groups 

distinctiveness and cohesiveness or “groupness”; 4) and a sense of one’s group’s or 

state’s economic vulnerability” (Posen, 1993: 103).  

3.2 | Threat and Migration Phobia 

 

Foundations and paradoxes of threat 

The ‘realistic threat hypothesis’ dates back to the time of Aristotle and is associated with 

notions of interethnic hostility and clashes of material gain (Hardin, 1995). This is a 

principal dynamism of interstate and intergroup conflict. Advanced by classical political 

realists like Morgenthau, this also entails the notion of the ‘rational choice theory’ 

concerned with individual self-interest as a rational of political behavior (Downs, 

1957:1977) and the underlying public attitudes (Campbell et al., 1960). Threat due to 

size of migration is an example of the concept of threat in light of these majority group 

feelings and their privileges (Blumer, 1958) and their following concerns about economic 

competition (Olzak, 1989). All these factors are, although not explicitly associated, 

connected with an individual sense of realistic threat. This intrinsic dependence is 

summarized by McLaren (2003: 916) as: “If there are not many immigrants whit whom 

to compete, it is less likely that citizens will be threatened by them, and thus willing to 

expel them”. However, migration size alone is not the only trigger. Within Europe, 

opinion surveys and statistical data show that anti-immigration prejudice levels were 
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about equal in Germany, Denmark and France in 1993 already, though the ratio of non-

EU immigrants varied considerably. Furthermore, anti-immigration prejudice levels 

were remarkably higher in Belgium than in the Netherlands, and in Greece in comparison 

to Portugal, while their ratio of non-EU immigrants were about equal (Quillian, 1995: 

607-8). Adding to these observations, a survey on xenophobia and racism conducted in 

the EU in the year 2000, showed that around 25% of the respondents were “hesitant” on 

migration, having both negative and positive perspectives on minority groups, 

completely independent of any form of systematic correlation with actual migration 

levels at the time (Thalhammer et al., 2001: 35). If none of these factors seem to trigger 

the notion of threat per se, the question arises what factor might be responsible, if any.  

A more fitting explanation of public alarmism about being ‘overwhelmed’ or ‘swamped’ 

by outsiders has to do with apprehension towards religious, racial, linguistic and cultural 

characteristics within host countries (Weiner, 1995: 3-8) and the ways in which these are 

actualized in public communication and practices (Kaufmann, 2001). Within the 

symbolic-threat logic, the emphasis is on the clash of social identification between 

immigrant and receiving societies, forming a ‘social threat’ interpretation of interethnic 

contention. It describes negative stereotyping in combination with a certain sense of out-

group inferiority (Alexseev, 2005: 14). Theoretically this means that migrant out-groups 

would form a symbolic threat, mainly due to its intergroup separateness with the host 

community (Ibid.). Even though empirical tests by the British School Scholars also show 

that this sense of group identity has an influential behavioral foundation, both in a private 

and political sense, it too does not provide a clear systematic theory explaining any 

identity effects in broad asymmetric groups that would only be applicable to the context 

of migration and immigration (Taifel, 1970). 

Migration phobia 

To find one that does, the concept of ‘migration phobia’ needs to be defined. ‘Migration’ 

refers to the movement of people across territories, either within states and across 

borders, and both with the intention of settling permanently or temporary. Furthermore, 

it includes both legal and illegal migrants, where the focus later on will be on the latter 

(Alexseev, 2005: 21). The second part, ‘phobia’, refers to the existence of a perceived 

threat or fear and entails a form of exaggeration and the inexplicability (Ibid.). In line 

with the idea of the symbolic-threat logic, the term indicates that the existence of 

uncertainty about real-world developments and the level of exaggeration of the 
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implications following, could be based on both real existing threats or not (Ibid.). 

Especially the political, demographic or socioeconomic components within migration are 

systematically perceived with distinct perceptual logic, making them prone to 

transformation into a threat with all kinds of exaggeration in varying intensity (Ibid.). 

Furthermore, the magnitude of this perceived level of insecurity or threat, entails the 

sense in which an individual feels a certain amount of fear or anxiety about its individual, 

group or state security. Applying this to the specific sphere of migration, scholars 

Zimmerman and Weiner conceptualized the term threat in a more context-applicable 

term, including a threat of insurgency towards the state of origin, a threat of cultural 

encroachment, crime, and specifically the threat of terrorism within the receiving country 

(Zimmerman, 1995: 90-91). Especially the latter sheds light on the current developments 

in the EU and the shift and increase it faces concerning “threats emanating from jihadist 

groups and individuals” (Europol, 2016: 5).  

3.3 | Actors  
 

Parties involved 

A security dilemma in international politics, originally includes two main actors, here the 

EU and Turkey. The field of international relations has always been concerned with the 

“securitization” of group and individual behavior, which is closely related to the logic 

behind the threat exaggeration discussed. At its foundation, it focuses on behavioral and 

perceptual associations of anarchy, which can be understood as the inadequacy of a form 

of central authority and existing legitimate rules of both states or non-state actors 

(Alexseev, 2005: 41). According to Jervis, this concept of the lack of legitimate authority 

triggers a natural need for self-preservation and apprehension for relative power (Jervis, 

1978). When a situation arises in which all states or individuals aim at protecting their 

own safety, others tend to become more suspicious, causing a resultant cycle of 

reciprocally increasing mistrust and even leading to fewer security at increased costs for 

all parties (Ibid.). However, when analyzing the case of the EU, a slightly different course 

will be taken. The emphasis in this research is on the idea that perceptions towards group 

more than actual behavior and the underlying beliefs serve as a trigger of the concept of 

interethnic security dilemma. 

Consequently, a real or expected change in the ethnical composition of a country does 

not necessarily mean the existence of a security dilemma scene. As Snyder and Jervis 
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described: “the security dilemma is a social situation with social and perceptual causes, 

not simply a fact of nature. None of the elements that fuel a state of security dilemma, 

neither anarchy, nor offensive advantages, not expectations that others will defect, can 

be taken for granted as unproblematic givens” (Snyder & Jervis, 1999: 24). Therefore, 

the specific focus on the roots and variance of threat perception, contributes exactly to a 

more clear understanding of the sociopolitical and interrelated dimensions upon which 

the concept of security dilemma is built, while being consistent with the original 

definition cited earlier in this chapter (Alexseev, 2005: 45). It seems to be a type of 

speculative logic, implying that a remote or even imagined threat tends to appear 

plausible to “men, groups, or their leaders” at any time they find that they are in a 

“constellation” with aliens, but have no central authority that may enforce legitimate 

agreements (Ibid.).  

Within the case study used for this research, the principle actors included will be the EU 

and Turkey. The position of both actors towards each other has been a subject of 

discussion on its own and can be found in the background for the debate. Turkey has 

always had an important position both geographically and politically within international 

relations (Kirişçi & Ferris, 2015). Furthermore, since the beginning of the current refugee 

crisis following the Syrian civil war, it already received more than 2 million refugees, 

and is seen as the most important pathway used for refugees to enter the EU (Saatçioğlu, 

2016). By refocusing the security dilemma to perceptual outcomes instead of the classical 

behavioral ones, it becomes possible to analyze further whether attitudes and perceptions 

of an interethnic nature form a basis to the notion of social logic in the security dilemma 

and to model the assessment on the case of the EU and its relationship with Turkey. One 

of the migration phobias’ presumptions along this line, is the idea that the feeling of 

uncertainty makes people insecure and therefore tend to become prone to manipulative 

political ideas. 

Conclusion 

When using the concept of a security dilemma on a situation with groups rather than 

states, it must be acknowledged that the power balance between both is already unequal 

from the beginning. Especially when discussing migration and the relation between 

migrant and host societies, the reaction possibility of the former is either very small or 

even non-existent. In contrast with the classical form of the security dilemma, the 

interethnic security dilemma is not built on an actual shift in power away from a balance, 
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but builds on an already existing imbalance between two parties. Nevertheless is the 

concept a very plausible and interesting theory which should be applied and researched 

further. Even though government jurisdiction within the EU is unchanged, the ethnic 

combination or composition changes, due to the influx of foreigners. The security 

dilemma focusses on this central theoretical question, while also taking into 

consideration the “dual unity” (Alexseev, 2005: 38), of hostile response and threat 

perception. By threatening to alter the existing ethnic makeup of nations, whether or not 

this threat might be just an illusion, migration thus fits perfectly within the vision of an 

interethnic security dilemma.  
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Chapter IV – Analysis 
 

Introduction 

Applying the theory of an interethnic security dilemma to the case of the EU and its 

changes in migration policies from 2000 to the present sheds a different light on the 

reasons behind the establishment of its deal with Turkey in 2015. Following from the 

theoretical framework discussed, it seems that governments may face immigration policy 

dilemmas in a profoundly similar way they face the classical arms race dilemma between 

states (Alexseev, 2005: 37). The appearance that governments are acting easy on 

immigration is likely to weaken domestic support for its policies, but following a tight 

restrictionist approach may in the end result in even more challenges. This specific form 

of the security dilemma thus directly addresses the central theoretical complication, being 

the consistent and self-contradicting overrating of a threat that also roots in migration 

phobia. The security dilemma therefore in its own way explains why threats, blown out 

of seemingly rational proportion, nevertheless provide a solid basis in the existing social 

reality.  

4.1 | European Integration of Migration 
 

The Common European Asylum System (CEAS) 

Migration, specifically irregular migration across borders, tends to be perceived as an 

indication of deteriorating state sovereignty. Transference of state sovereignty from 

national towards the international institution of the EU also fulfils this criteria of 

deterioration (Alexseev, 2005: 41). A study in 2000 on ethnic relations and immigration 

in the EU already linked the “explosive public conflicts and deep rifts among political 

interests” on state identity and migration with concurrent “threats of globalization from 

without and pluralization from within” (Koopmans & Statham, 2000: 1). The perceived 

decrease in the capability of the governmental institutions to represent its populations, 

makes that the host populations will feel more fearful and uncertain concerning their 

future. Following the logic of the classical security dilemma within international 

relations, the stronger the idea of an existing anarchy, the more the population will be 

concerned with its individual security. Following Posen, this means that any rise in 

migration numbers, the more sizeable and sudden, would consequently give rise to a 

sense that  “political organizations do not care” and alternative governmental institutions 
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– like the EU – can’t seem to assure them that they have the capability to cope with 

emergent challenges (Posen, 1993: 104). This idea of an existing anarchy forms the basis 

of the perceived threat. Blumer (1958) continues by arguing that this is due to the “feeling 

of proprietary claim to certain areas of privilege and advantage” (Blumer, 1958: 4). 

Along the lines of the arguments of the interethnic security dilemma, McLaren (2002) 

argues that these public attitudes towards the EU are founded on each individual desire 

to protect its own security and their in-group (Ibid.).  

Due to European integration and abolition of borders between the Member States, both 

perceived threats on group culture and group resources shifted. An aim for a common 

European Identity followed, according to David Michael Green: “is, at the end of the 

day, the only true preventative for war”, by which he argues that the mere existence of a 

shared “we” makes it unimaginable to single out “others” against who possible wars 

could be pursued (Kun, 2015: 3). Absolute state sovereignty was thus the price for a 

secure and peaceful Europe. A first Common European Asylum System (CEAS) was 

adopted between 2000-2005, providing “minimum EU-standards on asylum defined to 

trigger the harmonization or asylum reception conditions, procedures and status 

determination outcomes across the EU” (European Commission, 2007). Based on the 

objective to establish a single protection area for refugees within the EU, the ambition 

was to create a common asylum procedure as well as a uniform refugee status throughout 

the EU (Ibid.). The emphasis was on creating shared legal mechanisms, values and 

approaches towards migration. Asylum procedures would be handled and established by 

the EU and only implemented by the Member States.  

The capabilities of the national governments concerning migration became more 

dependable on the policies made by EU institutions. In this light, less reassurance was 

imminent to the populations that their governmental organs are able to face possible 

upcoming challenges. Since at the time of development of the CEAS, the EU experienced 

historically low levels of asylum applications (European Commission, 2008), this idea 

was presumably less fearful. Individuals who perceive that there are too many “others” 

in their country, instead of not many, are also more likely to oppose EU control over the 

issue (Luedtke, 2005). Furthermore, certain amendments to the existing Asylum 
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Procedure Directives (APD)6 were made in 2009, aiming at: “setting up of a single, 

common asylum procedure. Leaving no space for the proliferation of disparate 

procedural arrangements in Member States, providing for a comprehensive examination 

of protection needs under both the Geneva Convention and the EU's subsidiary protection 

regime” (European Commission, 2008). Additionally, within the Qualification Directive 

(QD)7 the Commission gained responsibility over the detailed criteria that had to be used 

by the Member States, providing no space as to the question which parties should be 

granted protection and which not, taking over the former national responsibility of state 

policy makers (Ibid.).  

Since 2010, more contextual changes have taken place. Both the Commission and the 

European Council have adopted new regulations and revised existing documents 

concerning individual state capacity within this area. The existing CEAS was followed 

up by a second generation version and provided new standards to further improve the 

harmonization of the established asylum procedures, including status determination 

outcomes (Ibid.), entering into force in 2013. In the meantime, a new EU agency was set 

up to support the individual states with forms of practical cooperation, especially for 

those under extreme migration pressure. The European Asylum Support Office (EASO) 

was established in 2011 and had a specific focus on Italy and Greece, being the front line 

States for many refugees coming from the Middle-Eastern area (Frontex, 2013). The 

establishment of the EASO was another step in creating a community with equal burden 

sharing and solidarity between States at its core.  

In 2012, the Joint EU Resettlement Programme was launched, providing a resettlement 

scheme by which a more external dimension of the CEAS appeared and aiming at 

increasing the resettlement of refugees in European Member States. In a statement made 

by Commissioner Malmström, this was a “much needed measure and a considerable step 

towards concrete engagements and increased cooperation regarding resettlement of 

refugees to Europe and will allow us to pool our resources and make a true difference in 

a spirit of solidarity” (European Commission, 2012b). For the period 2014-2020 - even 

though participation remained voluntary - the Resettlement Programme would acquire a 

                                                           
6 The Asylum Procedure Directive (2005) entails “Fairer, quicker and better quality asylum decisions, with 

particular support for asylum seekers with special needs and greater protection of unaccompanied minors 

and victims of torture” (European Commission, 2008).  

 
7 The Qualification Directive (2004) “Sets the grounds for granting international protection, making 

asylum decisions more robust and provide a set of rights to recognized persons” (Ibid.).  
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different incentive and would have new mechanisms to become more attractive and 

flexible for the Member States, allowing for a more strategic use of the programme 

(European Commission, 2012b). According to the Commission, this would lead to a 

significant increase in resettlement and possible establishment of national resettlement 

schemes, giving the States back part of their sovereign. Until 2014, more directives were 

up for revision8, developed to increase practical cooperation between Member States and 

providing them with common standards and values that should be used as substitutes of 

their former national policies.  

The idea that governments themselves no longer control all the criteria on who should be 

allowed in the country, in combination with the further increase of migration flows, 

brings about an issue in the light of a developing anarchy: apprehension towards the 

effect of migration on the interethnic and intergroup composition of the host population 

(Alexseev, 2005: 43). The fear that the “status-quo” within the population might change 

– especially at times when the capacity of national governments to protect the receiving 

population against this decreases – draws parallels to the concerns of world politicians 

about the arms race and the possible changing balance and the lack of an international 

sovereign. According to Posen, this fear might provide some of the societies to search 

for “window of opportunities” of anticipated reprisals towards the out-group: “If those 

with greater advantages expect to remain in that position in superior numbers, then they 

may see no window of opportunity. However, if they expect their advantage to disappear, 

they will have an incentive to solve outstanding issues while they are much stronger than 

the opposition” (Posen, 1993: 110-111). Even though migration will maybe never unfold 

as a severe danger to the security of the host state, the existing social reality of the 

receiving state’s society will still envision preemptive measures to constrain, regulate or 

stop migration in some way. 

4.2 | And then the refugees came  
 

The European Agenda on Migration  

The arrival of more than a million asylum seekers onto EU soil in 2015, showed deep 

and crucial divisions between its Member States concerning treatment of asylum requests 

and a feeling of solidarity towards one another. It revealed not only a lack of an adequate 

                                                           
8 Revised Reception Condition Directive (2013); Dublin III Regulation (2013); Revised Asylum 

Procedures Directive (2013); Revised Eurodac Regulation (2013).  
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tool to manage the external borders, but also highlighted the fragility of the Schengen 

System and Dublin Regulation as a whole (Willermain, 2016). As immigration numbers 

kept rising in states like Italy and Greece, they were no longer successful in avoiding 

migrants from moving further upwards to other destinations (Ibid.). Since EU policies in 

place did not seem to have a solid solution for appropriate regulation, the European 

Commission presented the new European Agenda on Migration in May 2015 (European 

Commission, 2015c). Laying a new foundation for the EU to concentrate on both 

immediate and long-term responses to the challenges of managing migration, in a 

‘common’ and ‘comprehensive’ way (Ibid.).  However, the Agenda also seems to have a 

severe security-driven rationale to it. The Agenda not only seemed to focus more on 

external border control and security issues, the EU Commissioner for Migration 

Avramopoulos even stated that: “Europe is at war with smugglers” (Bonnici, 2015). 

Accordingly, another new EU Action Plan Against Migrant Smuggling 2015-2020 was 

released and was designed to tackle these activities. However, critics already soon stated 

that the most effective way to handle a given situation would be to open up safe and 

flexible ways for people to travel, simply making the smugglers run out of business 

(Carrera, 2015), on which very little emphasis was placed in the Agenda. The EU-Turkey 

Refugee Deal was the next step in cooperation with third-countries and securing the 

external borders of the EU.   

Interpreting this shift towards a more security-orientated focus, Posen (1993) mentions 

that an interethnic security dilemma is especially severe: “under conditions that make 

offensive and defensive capabilities indistinguishable” (Posen, 1993: 104-105). Since the 

main characteristic of migration is accepting risks, living with unpredictability and 

uncertainties, it is the mere logic of precautionary suspicion that links the security 

dilemma directly to migration (Ibid.), both from the migrant and host societies 

perspective. It is the problem of anticipated assessment of intent that guides alarmism 

and thus the corresponding emphasis on strengthening security (Snyder & Jervis, 

1999:21). “. . . the actor’s concern is often not that the other side is currently aggressive 

or that the current situation is threatening but that it may become so in the future as others 

change their capabilities and intentions” (Ibid.). Summarizing, this means that threat is 

very likely to be exaggerated as long as there is a sense of uncertainty. Each society who 

opens its doors for migrants, automatically exposes itself to this risk of uncertainty and 

their possible “deficiencies”, which troubles cooperation, stimulates xenophobic 
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alarmism and encourages exclusionist attitudes in host societies at the same time (Ibid: 

54). ‘Worst-case-scenario-logic’ is thus very strongly attached to the social reality of 

migration, considering the fact that most host societies have little to no information about 

either the capabilities or qualities of the incoming group. This attitude causes concerns 

about security to increase, not as a result of actual aggressive intentions, but because they 

are mostly unknown. The core rationale of the threat perception is incorporated in the 

fact that, when applied to migration, migrants are identified as ‘being out of place’. Since 

unilateral measures by Member States, concerned with the prevention of movement of 

people, are very undesirable and only allowed within the Schengen area under specific 

situations, – some States have already reintroduced their border controls and are raising 

their own barriers – the EU seems to have sought rescue in Turkey to reassure its 

populations with a more complete exclusionist policy. 

4.3 | The aftermath  
 

Since the beginning of the cooperation with Turkey, the human rights record of the 

country has only deteriorated further (Amnesty International, 2016), but the deal seems 

to be still in place. Furthermore, the measure has been criticized for using aid as a 

leverage over third countries for migration control (Willermain, 2016: 139). 

Nevertheless, migration flows over the Western-Balkan Route and across the Aegean 

Sea have definitely decreased (Ibid: 137). Due to Europe’s focus on outsourcing 

migration management in cooperation with third countries, new challenges are already 

visible at the horizon. By both politicizing and securitizing the concept of migration as a 

whole, states with poor government, high level of corruption and worsening human rights 

record, haven now been given effective bargaining chips to gain maximum political 

interests (Ibid: 139). President Erdogan has already mentioned on several occasions that 

the migration agreement with the EU could collapse, if they would not keep their promise 

on visa-free access for Turkish nationals.  

Might this visa liberalization be implemented, one of the new challenges for the EU will 

be the inflow of Turkish nationals. McLaren (2007) found that, looking at future 

challenges along this line, the percentage of Turkish nationals in the EU is directly 

correlated with a sense of opposition towards membership to the EU by Turkey. Just as 

the EU has promised to open accession negotiations again concerning future membership 

as part of the deal.  He shows that higher Turkish immigration would have an increasing 
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impact, due to perceptions of both symbolic and material threat among the host 

population, on the tendency of Turkey’s accession opposition (McLaren, 2007: 257). 

Azrout (2013), shows that the current amount of Muslims and Turks in a country 

fundamentally influences the backing of Turkey’s membership (Azrout et al, 2013: 485), 

as does the role of Turkey in the current refugee crisis. Since Turkey is the country 

hosting most Syrian refugees ever since the conflict erupted, it could be likely that EU 

citizens’ approval for Turkey’s accession will be shaped additionally by the role Turkey 

played in the movement of Syrian refugees towards the EU (Ibid.).  

Current developments in combinations with its reliance on Ankara, furthermore seemed 

to have brought the EU in an uncomfortable position already. Having to accept either (1) 

to maintain the Eastern Mediterranean migration route controlled and ignore Erdogan’s 

restoration of harmony with Putin, current political persecutions and violations of human 

rights (Amnesty International, 2016), compromising EUs political credibility forever; or 

(2) blow up the deal as a whole and tolerate the political consequences of reinstating the 

Balkan migration route with the result of a new large influx of migrants and asylum 

seekers, which fundamentally none of the EU leaders are willing to risk.  

Conclusion 

Analyzing the changes in migration policy of the EU and the theory of an interethnic 

security dilemma sheds a different light on the reasons behind the establishment of the 

EU-Turkey Refugee Deal. A clear trend can be seen in the shift of priorities from building 

an area of security and safety to specific concerns with internal security and excluding 

possibly those in need of protection. The framework and logic behind the Interethnic 

security dilemma as explained and developed by scholars, provides solid grounds for 

understanding why receiving societies fear defenseless migrants. The interethnic security 

dilemma provides foundations to attribute the intent of ‘overtaking’ receiving societies 

to the “swarm of refugees”, while their genuine intent is most possibly to find safety from 

oppression, war and poverty.  
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Chapter V - Conclusion 
 

Throughout the past chapters of the research, the concept of an ‘interethnic security 

dilemma’ was both examined and used as a theoretical perspective in a case study: the 

European Union migration policy trends leading towards the establishment of the EU-

Turkey Refugee Deal in 2015. In light of the current migration crisis, being called the 

biggest crisis since WWII, the possibility was analyzed whether or not the EUs response 

could be explained by the existence of an ‘interethnic security dilemma’.  

Answering the research questions proposed in the introduction, by analyzing the trends 

in the adopted policies over the years, identifies a shift from inclusion to exclusion of 

migrants. Looking at this trend through the perspective of an interethnic security 

dilemma, its influence on this trend becomes rather evident. In other words: following 

from this research, it can indeed be said that the interethnic security dilemma could 

explain the changes in migration policy, leading up to the establishment of the EU-

Turkey Deal.  

When analyzing migration policy developments within the logic of the interethnic 

security dilemma and its foundations in the realist school of thought, intensifying 

securitization of migration - interpreting migration as only an issue of security for 

receiving countries and perceiving incoming migrants as a threat to that security - is not 

surprising and maybe even could have been foreseen when paid closer attention to the 

process of change.    

In 2015, the Schengen Area was established exactly 30 years ago, a milestone for the EU 

with perhaps a rather bitter sweet aftertaste. With several states reintroducing border 

control and strengthening their frontiers, it might be time to re-evaluate. The reorientation 

of its evolution programming towards constraining and restricting migration might 

actually contradict the leading principles for the sake of Union development policy as 

cherished under the 2007 Lisbon Treaty. Fundamentals like the rule of law, human rights, 

and legal pathways towards Europe for all were to be given priority always, and 

especially in the upcoming generation of new migration and asylum policies established 

by the European Union. 
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